
Listening With Empathy

2.11 Listening With Empathy:
Tuking the Other Person's perspectivex

Most of the research and writing on corrununication
covers what people comtuunicq.te-, but communication
is two-way, so what we corffnunicate-the information
we sezd---only makes up part of.the picture. How we
receive that infonnation and what w€ do with it makes
up the rest. Two skills can dramatically helD |Is to
improve how we receive comrnunicatron-e mpathv
and perspective taking.

Empathy
Empathy is th€ ability to experience the same feelings
as someone else. It means identirying with that person,
paymg attentio[ to that person's feelings and attending
to how our own feelings resonate with theirs. This is
the meaning of empathy in the more technical sense
that social scientists use. Its meanins is looser in
everyday use.

For example, many people confuse empathy with
sympathy, or feeling sorry for another person's
misforhrne. Unlike sympathy, empathy can r€fer to
fortunate happenings as well as misfortunes, Wlen I
share the excitement ofmy fiiend's fantastic new job,
I am experiencing empathy.

Sometimes, empathic listening can be very enjoyable.
L remember empathetically listening to a friend
describe a very emotional situation. It was an
emotional roller coaster ride to share his feelings as he
talked about his fiuskations, then his joys and his relief
as he gained insight into the situation. I ended our
conyersation feeliag closer to him. Empathy builds
better relationships with others, whether the
relatioruhip is a romance or a friendship, is in a family,
or at work or is ia the community. Sharing others'
emotious ard expressing this empdthy gives a person a
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sense of being deeply understood. Unfortunatelv-
most people rarely experience being listened to in this
way.

It carurot only be pleasurable to listen with empathy, it
is deeply satisfying when someone listens to ui in this
way. It feels great to realize that someone unde$tands
and shares our feelings. Empathy usually reduces
alienation and isolation, resulting in a person feeling"valued, cared for, accepted as tlie person that he or she
is."' Most of us want others to fully understand our
feelings--especially people who mean a lot to us. This
doesn't mean that they have to agree with us; it means
that they must at least put aside their own concems
long enough to give us a heartfelt hearurg.

Can people get better at empathy? Contary to popular
notions, cmpathic ability is not something one simply
has or doesn't have. Many people believ€ they can,t
become more empathic, but with effort it can be
leamed. Three things in particular can help us become
more open to another's emotions.

Robert Carkhuff describes one of these ways to become
more open to another's emstions.2 It consists of
mentally asking, "How would I feel right now if I were
(the other person)?" Suppose that I am in a T Group
and another member-Esther-repeatedly criticizes me
in a frustratingly vague way. I ask myself Carkhuffs

"empathy question" and I imagine what she must be
feeling as she tr-ies to criticize someone in the
unfamiliar setling of a T Group. I actually feel her
nervousness. This changes my attitude towards her
ftom irritation and frustation to one of empathy. And,
our interactions are likely to improve quickly. The
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+ This cbapter has benefitcd from tbe insights ofCheryl Armon, Marie-Fnnce Boisselle, Irene Jackson-Brown, Anita
Hemphill McCormick, Susan Nero and Scott Schroeder.
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feelings empathy calls up in me are tikely to make me
wa to help her articulate her complaint, and when she
fnally expresses it, I may even find that I agree with
her. IfI don't ask myselfCarkhuffs question, then I
won't frnd out what she really thinks or feels, and so
may miss an opportunity to leam from some .useful
feedback-

Suspending judgment of someone €lse,s feelings also
helps us to become more empathic. We neeJto set
aside evaluating whether it is right or wrong or good or
bad to feel whatever the other person feels.r This is
essential, because we can still listen very carefully to
others, but if we do it to find weaknesses in their
argum€nts that we cair challenge, we won't develop
empathy. For example, when I listen judgmentally to
Pablo, anodrer person in my T Group, t am listening to
him rz a Jeru€; but it resembles the way a prosecuting
attomey listens to a defendant. To get out of that
mode, when I become aware that I am evaluatins the
basis of his feelings, I try to let these judgmenti go.
This makes it easier to allow his feelings to resonate
within me, that is, for me to empathEe.

Empathizing helps us bener understand other people.
Empathy helps us experience more of their emoti,ons
-more of their meanings. We only expr€ss part of
what we cornnunicate through words. Our facial
expressions, voice tone and gestures communicate
much of our mcaning and most of our emotions_
Paying clos€r attention to these things in other people
will improve our skill at empathy. We do this by
paying attention to the other ps$on's feelings, paying
attention to the emotions they arouse in us and putting
off hguring out what we will say next. If we focus on
articulating our own n€eds, thoughts, and feelings, we
will miss much of what someone else is tryhg tb get
actoss.

Perspective Taking
Perspective taking is the ability to experience things as
other persons experience them-to take their
perspective. Perspective taking differs from empathy.
Empathy emphasizes ehoIDn. whereas perspective
taking emphasizes liorglrt. Suppose that I hear that
during a break in the T Group, someone praised a
friend of mine-Carolyn. I think about what it must
have been like for her io be praised in that way and
then I feel pleased (as she probably did). Imagining
what it was like for Carolyn was pcrspective taking,
feeling pleased was empathy. As this example

illustatcs, taking another person's perqrectivc can
often hclp us expcrience empathy. Ifwe can see thiags
from other persons' viewpoints, then we can often fecl
for them. Perspective taking requircs mental
stretching, just as empathy requires emotional
stretching. Both are important aspects of listeu'ing.

However, perspective taking goes agarnst some
cornrnon attihrdes. Many people take pride in failiag to
see another viewpoint. They characrenze an opposng
point of view as not only wrong but so fautry as to Ui
rncomprehensible. This attitude shows in expressions
Iike, "I can't understand how someone could thinl<
that" or "I have never heard such a thiag!"

Harvard Education Professor Robert Selrnan describes
different levels of perspective taking.. A very low
level ot perspecnve taking limits a persoD to a self_
centered inability to take another person's viewpoint.
People acting at this level are so egobentric thai they
see things eutirely in tenns of what they waot, whici
doesn't exactly help them to intoract with othels.

Self-reflective perspective taking, tJLe next level up,
happens when the thoughts, feelings and waats of
another person we are interacting with are considered.
tor example, if Jane is in a group with Fred, who is
talking on and on about tangeuts, she will handle the
srtuation more effectively if she can engage in self-
reflective perspective taking and see how it looks from
Fred's point of view. If she doesn,t see thines from
Fred's framework she might snap at him and-cause a
conflict that she really didn't want to start. Iq instead,
she notices Fred is the youngest person in the group
and seerns to be nervously trying to impress others by
telling them his uncle is the govemor of South Dakota,
she might instead interject reassuring comments into
his monologue, to try to caln him down and avoid an
unwanted conflict.

Third party perspective takilg, the rrext level, includes
the ability to step outside a two-person relatiorxhip and
see it from the penpective ofa third party in the group.
For example, imagine thar Jonathan and Wendy are in
a group, and he becomes so irritated with Wendy that
he considers raising his voice at her. It is one thing if
he can see this from the self-reflective levet and
imagine Wendy's reaction. This self-reflective
perspective takirg helps, but the thhd party perspectivc
allows Jonathan to imagine how a third party (like thc
rest ofthe group) would sec his resporse to Wendy. At' this levet, h€ might ask himsclf,.How viill thc group
understand or react to my irritation to Wendy?" or
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"Will the group think I am a loud jerk or wilt they be
relieved that someone frnally expressed the frustration
Orey've all felt with her?" By adding the perspective of
a third party, Jonathan caa express his concerns while
remaining awa-re of Wendy's. And he can also help
keep his good relationship with the group (and avoid
becoming the proveftial "loose cannon on deck").
Third party perspective taking helps us balance our
own concems with the concems of the person we are
communicating with and the coacems of the larser
group w€ are part of.

Social system perspective taking, the highest level in
Selman's theory, involves expaading our point of view
beyond the people we see (or have seen) in a face-to-
face group. It involves a larger, more abstract
grou5-a social system. This could be an organization,
community, nation or belief system. For exanple,
suppose that in a T Group Mark makes a bigotedjoke
about a particular etbnic group. Phyllis does not take it
personally ("Oh, Mark doesn't mean ill"). Mark isn't
concemed and the other group members don't seem
bothered. But Phy is rnay feel that as part of
soci€ty-as part ofthe larger social system- allowing
such a cornnent to go unchallenged tacitly supports
bigoted behavior. So Phyllis gently tells Mark that
many people find this kind of joke demeaning and
explains why. Phyllis responded that way because she
saw the situation fiom the social system persp€ctive.

Changing Behavior
So far, I have focused on /evels of perspective taking
abitity, but how often w€ engagc in it is equally
important. It is one thing to be able to take anoth€r
perspective; it is another to realze that it can be useful
to do so. It is still another-to actually do it or do it
often. For example, I believe that perspective takhg is
genorally a good idea, but I don't do it nearly as often
as I'd like. As important as the question ofhow often
we engage in perspective taking, is the question of
whether we change our behavior as a result of what we
have leamed.5

We can improvp perspective taking by regularly asking
ourselves what our actions and wbat a situation looks
like from the poirt of view of the other p€rson, group
or social system. "How will my tru€ love s€e it when
I ask for more time together?" "What will the group
think when I make this comment?" Imagine how
uscful it would be to havc a better rmdcrstanding of
how others see things. Wc communicate better when

we undersknd other people's mental frameworts.

Ofcouse, thg ability to take another persou's point of
view existed long before Robert Selman started- callins

. it perspective taking. I like to think that this ability ani
its capacity to solve human problems inspired Robert
Bums to ,,vrite these lines in his 1786 poem, .,To a
Louse":

Oh wad some Pow'r the giftie gie us
To see oursels as others see us!
I wad frae monie a blunder free us

An' foolish notion.

Bett€r Listening
The combination of empathy and perspective taking
makes for better, deeper listening. By working to
thoroughly undelstand someone else in this wav. we
risk changing our mind or feelings. This kind of
listeEing doesn't necessarily mean agreement. Trying
on somebody else's feelings and viewpoints doesn,t
mean we have to keep them, although we may cloose
to adopt some of their poinr of view or emotions.

Perspective taking and empathy are grear ways ro
understand othe$ and leam from them. But. there is a
tension b€tween perspective taking and empathy and
evaluation, as ways of knowing. School teaches us to
think critically-to evaluate. But empathy and
perceptive taking are also very useful ways of
knowing. Don't worry- engaging in empathy and
perspective taking will not make us so open-minded
that our brains fall out. We don't bave to throw critical
thinking out of our life. We just postpone it for a
while. Empathic listening aDd perspective taking just
ask that we first see how tlle other penon feels and sees
things. Engagirg in critical thinking or engaging in
empathy and perspective taking is not an either/or
decision. lle can do both, as long as we don1try to do
both at the same time.

Perspective taking and empathy can be useful in a
conflict. One study of community organizers found
that they were more effective if they could sometimes
empathiz€ with the power figures they opposed. Of
course, organizers caffrot practice empathy and social
perspective taking without also working to gain power.

Improviag our ability at empathy aud perspective
taking is worth the effort. Our family life can become
richer and more inttnate when we can sbare rnore fully
in the lives ofour loved ones. We can become better
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parents when we can see the world tbrough the eyes of
our children- We can become a better friend when we
practicc enpathyaad perspective taking. Our wort life
can rmprove when we calr see things from the
perspectives of our customers, our empioyees or our
errployer. We cau become better citizeas whe[ we can
imagine how it feels to be in all sorts bf differenr roles
that make up our society and the world. The skills of
empathy and perspective taking can help us get along
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with people who are different ftom us_{iffercnt in
gender, social class, sexual orientation, race, culture or
politics.

From Your Perspective
Takirig your perspective for a moment, don't you wish
other people better understood how things feel from
your point of view?
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